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HEART OF DARTMOUTH PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN 

While putting together the DTC bid for the Town Fund Matched Funding one of the issues 

highlighted was that businesses located away from the main thoroughfares felt that more could be 

done to encourage and drive more footfall into the town’s side streets.  These include Victoria Road 

up to the Seale Arms, the Market, Market Street, Anzac Street, Smith Street, Higher Street, and 

Newcomen Road. This area has a great deal to offer in terms of variety and quality of businesses and 

also historical buildings. It was most likely the commercial heart of the town in mediaeval times 

hence Heart of Dartmouth (with thanks to Laura Campbell of Discover Dartmouth who actually 

coined the name!) Initially envisaged as improved signage the campaign has grown into a mini 

campaign incorporating further print and social media elements. 

 

IMPROVED SIGNAGE – LARGE MAPS IN RAG and P&R 

The group has investigated several different options for signage to guide visitors around the streets 

that make up the Heart of Dartmouth but every option examined has presented major drawbacks 

e.g.  not visible enough, not suitable for Dartmouth’s narrow pavements and impractical when 

pavements are very busy. However, after both group discussions and talks with local businesses it 

has been suggested that we update the large map currently in RAG and place a similar map stand up 

at the Park and Ride.  These big maps could also have printed map dispensers (which By the Dart 

have offered to replenish) as well as a QR code to download the map digitally. While the map would 

highlight the Heart of Dartmouth, it would of course, be a generic map which would benefit all 

businesses in Dartmouth.  We are still awaiting costings but would consider applying to our SHDC 

and DCC Councillors to see if they might make a contribution to the map stand in the P&R! The cost 

of creating a Heart of Dartmouth logo is also being investigated   
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MAP AND VISITORS GUIDE 

By the Dart already produces a free map and the Discover Dartmouth Visitors Guide both of which 

are very popular– in line with our Heart of Dartmouth Campaign the map could feature a magnified 

section of the Heart of Dartmouth Streets. In addition, the Visitor Guide would have a spread on the 

Heart of Dartmouth focusing on some of the beautiful historical buildings as well as the vibrant and 

varied businesses to be found in this part of Dartmouth. New Town Guides will be starting their 

training shortly and the Heart of Dartmouth and its fascinating history will be included in their tours 

of the town 

 

HEART OF DARTMOUTH PROMOTIONAL VIDEO 

These would be very much in the same vein as our very successful Safely Dartmouth which were 

created earlier this year and which got over 100,000 views. Budget permitting, we could create a    

series of short videos which would replicate the experience of walking around the Heart of 

Dartmouth with a guide.  Shorter videos 30-40 seconds) have gain more traction so the videos would 

cover the area in sections, with a longer Heart of Dartmouth Experience featuring footage from all 

three mini videos These would be posted on numerous social media channels including the Discover 

Dartmouth Facebook page and also shown to passengers on visiting Cruise Ships. A small   portion of 

the budget will be used for a social media campaign boosting the videos and Heart of Dartmouth 

posts.  

BUDGET AND TIMELINE 

The budget allocated for the business support element of DTC’s Matched Funding Proposal is £5000 

and this campaign needs to be signed off by SHDC before any work is commissioned, although the 

funds are already in DTC’s bank account. All expenditure must be completed by the end of March 

2022.  The By the Dart team have already started planning the 2022 map and guide so this activity 

will be complete before that deadline. 

 


